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National Register of Historic Places Registration Form 
 
This form is for use in nominating or requesting determinations for individual properties and districts.  See instructions in National Register Bulletin, 
How to Complete the National Register of Historic Places Registration Form.  If any item does not apply to the property being documented, enter 
"N/A" for "not applicable."  For functions, architectural classification, materials, and areas of significance, enter only categories and subcategories 
from the instructions.   
 

1. Name of Property 
Historic name:  _______Coca-Cola Bottling Plant___________________ 
Other names/site number: __Bottle Works_________________________ 

      Name of related multiple property listing: 
      ____N/A____________________________________________________ 
      (Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Location  
Street & number: __1631 Pontiac Street____________________________ 
City or town: _Fort Wayne_ State: _Indiana  _ County: __Allen __  
Not For Publication:   Vicinity:  

____________________________________________________________________________ 
3. State/Federal Agency Certification   
As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended,  
I hereby certify that this    X   nomination ___ request for determination of eligibility meets 
the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of Historic 
Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.  
In my opinion, the property _X_  meets   ___ does not meet the National Register Criteria.  I 
recommend that this property be considered significant at the following  
level(s) of significance:      
 __national                  ___statewide           _X_local  

  Applicable National Register Criteria:  
_X_A             ___B           _X_C           ___D         
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
Signature of certifying official /Title:  Date 
Indiana DNR-Division of Historic Preservation and Archaeology 
State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government   

 
 
In my opinion, the property ___meets ___does not meet the National Register criteria. 
Signature of commenting official:  Date 
 

Title:                                                                               State or Federal agency/bureau  
                                                                                         Or Tribal Government                      
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. National Park Service Certification  
 I hereby certify that this property is:  
       entered in the National Register  
       determined eligible for the National Register  
       determined not eligible for the National Register  
       removed from the National Register  
       other (explain:)  _____________________                                                                                    

 
                     
______________________________________________________________________   
Signature of the Keeper   Date of Action 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
5. Classification 

 Ownership of Property 
 (Check as many boxes as apply.) 

Private:  
 

 Public – Local 
 

 Public – State  
 

 Public – Federal  
 
Category of Property 
 (Check only one box.) 

 
 Building(s) 

 
 District  

 
 Site 

 
 Structure  

 
 Object  

X
 
   
  

 
  

 
  

X
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 Number of Resources within Property 
 (Do not include previously listed resources in the count)              

Contributing   Noncontributing 
_____2_______   ______0______  buildings 

 
_____0_______   ______0______  sites 
 
_____0_______   ______0______  structures  
 
_____0_______   ______0______  objects 
 
_____2_______   ______0_______  Total 

 
 
 Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National Register ___0___ 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Function or Use  
Historic Functions 
(Enter categories from instructions.) 
 

 INDUSTRY/PROCESING/ processing site: Bottling Plant  
  

 
Current Functions 
(Enter categories from instructions.) 
 

 DOMESTIC/multiple dwelling: Apartment Building  
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 
7. Description  

 
 Architectural Classification  
 MODERN MOVEMENT/Art Deco 
  
 Materials: 
  
 Foundation Concrete 
 Walls  Brick 
 Roof   
 Other  N/A 

 
 

Narrative Description 
 
Summary Paragraph 
 
Description of Physical Appearance: The Coca-Cola Bottling Plant is located at 1631 Pontiac 
Street, in downtown Fort Wayne, Indiana. The Coca-Cola Company Bottling Works is two 
separate buildings, which are located between Lillie and Winters Streets to the east and west 
respectively, and front Pontiac Street to the south. The property extends north, from Pontiac 
Street to the alley located at the rear of the property. The property is rectilinear in shape, 
approximately 287’ x 380’ and is located within a residential section of Fort Wayne. The original 
structure is rectangular in plan with dimensions of 137’-4” x 81’-2” and was constructed in 1940 
(Photo 36). This structure is located at the rear of the property and is one story in height with Art 
Deco styling.  The building is constructed of multiple wythe load bearing masonry walls. Cast 
stone ornament is reserved for the capitals of engaged pilasters and building corners. Cast stone 
bas-relief plaques, located at the east, west and south elevations and cast stone sills and parapet 
caps constitute the ornament for the building (Photo 3). The bottling works was constructed the 
following year (1941), and is generally rectangular in plan, with overall dimensions of 192’-5” x 
169’-2”.  Areas of the facility associated with administrative functions are two stories in height, 
the remainder of the facility is one story (Photo 23). The building is designed in the Tudor 
Revival/Jacobean style. The stepped gable sections provide an Arts & Crafts feel, but the 
simplification of detail on the stepped gable sections translates to more of an Art Deco feeling 
(Photo 30). The rear of this building is constructed of multiple wythe load bearing masonry walls 
with large bowstring trusses forming the structure for the roof. Cast stone ornament is applied at 
the tops of parapets, as well as at the tops of engaged pilasters including the corners. Cast stone 
bas-relief plaques, denoting the trademark “Coca-Cola" are located on the three exterior walls in 
the Art Deco style. The cast stone bas-relief plaques are consistent with the Standardized Plants 
brochure published by the Coca-Cola Bottling Company in 1924. The bottling works and 
administrative portions of the facility are constructed of cast in place concrete frame, with 
multiple wythe masonry infill between concrete columns and floor or roof plates. The floor and  
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roof plates are cast in place concrete beams and slabs. The use of cast stone on the public sides of 
the bottling works is more widespread and ornate.   
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
South Elevation (1940 Building): The south elevation of the original warehouse building and 
garage, once faced a landscaped parking lot referred to as a “park like entrance to [the] rear 
grounds of bottling plant” in the announcement of the facilities opening in an edition of the 
Coca-Cola Bottler Magazine (Photo 26). The façade is one story in height over the entire 
length and the building’s square brick chimney, which used to serve a boiler, can be seen on the 
far west side of the elevation. The top of the chimney is decorated with two rows of corbeled 
brick that run the entire circumference of the square chimney. The walls are composed of red 
brick laid in a running bond pattern with one inner wythe of brick as back up. The elevation is 
divided into eight bays expressed by pilasters that stand proud of the face of the wall by 
an additional wythe of brick. Each window on this façade contains a cast stone sill and soldier 
course lintel. Centered between two pilasters is a faux overhead door containing glass panels and 
wooden mullions (fifth bay from east corner). Above the door opening is a bas relief cast stone 
panel with the trademark “Coca-Cola". Contained within the next bay to the east is one 
primary door and smaller window opening. In addition, there are three other bays that contain 
windows that include an integral patio exit door. The patio exit doors were installed during the 
recent rehabilitation (2018-2019). Windows on all elevations of the 1940 building are replica 
metal sash windows simulating the original steel industrial sash windows. Larger bays have a 
six-over-six configuration on either side of 10-pane wide center window. Brick soldier course 
banding is present at the base of the wall and frames panels in the top of each bay. The horizontal 
banding is continued through each pilaster by use of cast stone (Photo 32). Vertical stone works 
to articulate the upper portion of each pilaster.  Cast stone parapet caps sit atop the wall at each 
bay. Each pilaster is topped with a sloped cast stone cap. 
  
North Elevation (1940 Building): The north elevation of the original warehouse building and 
garage is constructed in much the same fashion as the south elevation. The façade is one story in 
height over the entire length. The walls are composed of red brick laid in a running bond pattern 
with one inner wythe of brick as back up. The elevation is divided into eight bays expressed by 
pilasters that stand proud of the face of the wall by an additional wythe of brick (Photo 33-
4). There is a window in each of the eight bays. Each of the windows contains a cast stone sill 
and soldier course lintel. Three out of the eight windows include an integral patio exit door. 
Brick soldier course banding is present at the base of the wall and frames panels in the top of 
each bay. The horizontal banding is continued through each pilaster by use of cast stone. Vertical 
stone works to articulate the upper portion of each pilaster, consistent with the framed portion of 
the wall in each bay. Cast stone parapet caps sit atop the wall at each bay. Each pilaster is topped 
with a sloped cast stone cap.  The corners of this elevation are articulated by outset brick corners 
that extend to the cast stone coping. The corners are capped with terraced cast stone caps.  The 
corners rest on a cast stone base. The stone at the center section is taller, delineating a running 
bond pattern accent that extends to a cap stone plinth block below the corner cap.  
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East Elevation (1940 Building):   
The east elevation of the 1940 building is single story, showing a stepped gable roof line. This 
façade is constructed of two wythe thick load bearing masonry walls (Photo 31).  Red brick, 
placed in a running bond pattern, provides the facing brick. The façade is divided into five bays. 
Each bay is defined by engaged pilasters that extend from the face a depth of one brick.  The 
pilasters extend from the top of the foundation wall to a horizontal band that extends the entire 
length of the elevation and is comprised of a combination of soldier course brick and cast stone. 
An additional band of soldier course brick frames a recessed panel within the upper portion of 
each bay. The cast stone is reserved for the pilaster capitals. This band is continued through the 
pilasters in a change of material to cast stone.  The two cast stone bands are connected with a 
vertical stone at the top of each pilaster. Each bay contains a three-bay divided light replacement 
window with a centered operable section. At each window, cast stone sills are present as well as 
soldier course brick for the lintel. Located in the middle bay are two brick panels formed by a 
combination of outset rowlock, header and running bond brick patterns. Extending from the 
uppermost horizontal band upward, the stepped gable wall is formed by a corbelled soldier 
course, capped with a cast stone coping.  Located in the center of the gabled wall is a bas-
relief cast stone plaque that reads “Coca-Cola” in script. This accent is framed by a combination 
of header and rowlock brick with cast stone corner blocks and flanked by cast stone squares set 
into the brick face. The corners of this elevation are articulated by outset brick corners that 
extend to the cast stone coping. The corners are capped with terraced cast stone caps.  The 
corners rest on a cast stone base. The stone at the center section is taller, delineating a running 
bond pattern accent that extends to a cap stone plinth block below the corner cap.  
 
West Elevation (1940 Building):   
The west elevation of the 1940 building is a single story stepped gable section that originally 
housed warehousing and vehicle maintenance (Photo 35). This façade is constructed of two 
wythe thick load bearing masonry walls. Red brick, placed in a running bond pattern, 
provides the facing brick. At the base of the wall, a band of soldier course brick extends for the 
entire length of the elevation. The façade contains 6 asymmetrically placed openings. Starting on 
the northernmost end of the elevation and moving south, there are four large openings that span 
most of the exterior wall. The first two openings contain large triple windows with divided 
lights and an operable section. The next two windows are similar having three sections and 
divided lights as well as an operable section, but have in addition, an integrated glass divided 
light door. The final two openings are located on the south end of the elevation and are much 
smaller than the others. The first of which is aligned with the previous windows at the sill but has 
a head height that is two thirds as tall. The final window’s sill located halfway up the façade, and 
has a head located just above the larger windows. At each window opening, cast stone sills are 
present. At all openings, a soldier course brick is present for the lintel. Two bands of corbelled 
soldier and rowlock coursing create horizontal bands that extend the entire length of the 
elevation, terminating at the pilastered corners. Extending from the uppermost horizontal band 
upward, the stepped gable wall is formed by a corbelled soldier course capped with a cast stone 
coping. Located in the center of the gabled wall is a bas relief cast stone plaque that reads “Coca 
Cola.” This accent is framed by a combination of header and rowlock brick with cast stone  
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corner blocks and flanked by cast stone squares set into the brick face. The corners of this 
elevation are articulated by outset brick corners that extend to the cast stone coping. The corners 
are capped with terraced cast stone caps. The corners rest on a cast stone base. The stone at the 
center section is taller, delineating a running bond- pattern accent that extends to a cap stone 
plinth block below the corner cap. Extending several feet above the highest point of the gabled 
parapet is the chimney that once served the boiler.  
 
Interior (1940 Building): The 1940 building is a single-story building that is currently divided 
into eight living units. Each unit has its own entrance, as there is no corridor space between units. 
All entrances are storefront style doors with divided lights and are integral to a three-part 
window (Photo 36). For each unit, the entry opens to a living room, which is then followed by a 
kitchen. For six of the eight units located to the easternmost side of the building, two bedrooms 
are located immediately, one to the left and one to the right. The remaining two of the eight units 
are located on the westernmost wall. The unit located towards the southwest corner has two 
bedrooms located on the right of the entrance. The unit towards the northwest corner has two 
bedrooms located to the left of the entrance. In all units the floors are primarily vinyl tiled 
flooring with a dark brown hardwood texture (Photo 52). The walls are finished with beige paint 
and have white painted wood base boards and trim. The ceilings are gypsum board, finished with 
white paint. Spanning the length of the building from north to south are exposed steel trusses, 
which have been painted green (Photo 51). With each unit having full height ceilings the trusses 
are visibly present. The height of these units paired with the exposed structure gives the effect of 
an open and spacious environment. 
 
South Elevation (Bottling Works): The south elevation is the primary façade of the facility and 
is two stories for the entire length of this elevation (Photo 30). The walls are constructed of red 
brick placed in a running bond pattern. Two inner wythe of brick form the backer wall. This 
elevation has 26 windows and one primary door. All of the windows in the south elevation, 
except for the windows in the furthest east bay on the first level, have been replaced with 
windows that replicate the originals. The windows in the far east bay on the first level are the 
original windows that were preserved throughout the construction process. Each window 
opening has cast stone sills and cast stone headers. Below the cast stone sill in each bay is a 
corbelled stretcher course above a corbelled dentil course. The upper story window header forms 
a horizontal band of cast stone interrupted only by engaged and stepped pilasters that form bays 
at each end of the elevation. The large windows were designed to showcase the bottling 
machinery and process, which permitted the public to observe the clean environment in 
which this operation was performed (Photo 1). Engaged brick pilasters form the four bays in 
which the large display windows are located. Located to the east of the display windows is the 
former main entrance into the facility. The doorway is framed by a stepped cast stone, forming a 
segmented arch opening reminiscent of Tudor Revival detailing. Located above the doorway is a 
cast stone panel with the bas-relief “Coca-Cola Bottling Works.” Six limestone steps lead up to 
the stoop for the opening. Vertical cast stone engaged colonettes located in the upper portion of 
the wall further articulate the location of the opening. Each end of the elevation is bracketed by 
bays that are formed by stepped pilasters constructed of brick and cast stone quoins. These  
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pilasters extend above the parapet and are capped by sloped cast stone tops. Angular stylized 
floral motifs, set in low relief, are located in the cap stone. The smooth faced stone, stylized 
floral motifs, strong vertical elements and strong geometric features emphasize the combined 
Tudor Revival/ Jacobean  – Art Deco influence on this elevation.   
 
North Elevation (Bottling Works): The north elevation of the bottling plant once faced the 
park-like setting of a small parking lot. The façade is comprised of a single-story elevation and a 
second story elevation beyond (Photo 24-5). The walls are composed of red brick laid in a 
running bond pattern with one inner wythe of brick as back up. The single-story elevation is 
divided into eight bays expressed by pilasters that stand proud of the face of the wall by an 
additional wythe of brick. Each bay contains a replacement window with divided lights and 
operable sections. The third bay from the east contains a door placed to the east of the 
window. Each window opening contains a cast stone sill and soldier course lintel.  In the bay 
adjacent to the rolling door to the west, is a bas relief cast stone panel with the trademark “Coca-
Cola”.  Brick soldier course banding is present at the base of the wall and frames panels in the 
top of each bay. The horizontal banding is continued through each pilaster by use of cast stone.  
Vertical stone articulate the upper portion of each pilaster, consistent with the framed portion of 
the wall in each bay.  Cast stone parapet caps sit atop the wall at each bay.  Each pilaster is 
topped with a sloped cast stone cap. The second story elevation is composed of red brick laid in a 
running bond pattern. Starting from the east and moving west, the façade starts with on engaged 
pilaster that stands proud of the wall one width of a brick. From there, the red brick chimney can 
be seen beyond. The next component on the façade is a single window with a cast stone sill and 
soldier course lintel. There is a small section where the wall continues up past the roof plane, and 
above the roof plane is a small window containing a cast stone sill and soldier course lintel. 
Continuing west from the raised section there are eight windows that span the remainder of the 
length of the elevation. All have cast stone sills and soldier course lintels. Below the sill line of 
the widows and towards the center of the elevation, the peaks of three pyramid skylights are 
visible. Located towards the west end of the elevation, before the last two windows, is a section 
of corrugated steel siding. The corrugated steel siding was not original to the building and was 
removed in the rehabilitation done in 2018-19. 
    
East Elevation (Bottling Works): The east elevation is a combination of high Art Deco - Tudor 
Revival detailing present on the south elevation and the more modest elements of the service 
buildings that are located at the rear of the site. The east elevation is comprised of a two-
story section that extends 115’-0” from the south to the north, and a single story stepped gable 
section that is 77’-5” in length (Photo 29). The two-story portion of the east elevation is divided 
into 6 bays and is constructed of red brick placed in a running bond pattern (Photo 28). The 
exterior walls are constructed of a two inner wythe masonry backer wall and one wythe of red 
brick being the facing layer. In each bay there are three first floor windows, and three second 
floor windows. The second-floor windows are replacement divided light windows. Each window 
opening contains a cast stone lintel and cast stone sill. Below the cast stone sill in each bay is a 
corbelled stretcher course above a corbelled dentil course. The center four bays are delineated by 
an engaged pilaster that extends from the foundation to the horizontal stone band that forms  
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the lintel for the second story windows. These pilasters stand proud of the face brick contained 
within each bay by an additional wythe of brick. The pilasters are further decorated by 
two additional bands of horizontal cast stone and sit atop a cast stone base. The top of the wall is 
finished with cast stone coping. The bays located at each end of the elevation are placed 
symmetrically about the central four bays. These bays are identified by the stepped engaged 
pilasters that are articulated by cast stone quoining. These pilasters interrupt the horizontal cast 
stone band that extends the entire length of the elevation at the head of the second story 
windows. The pilasters extend beyond the height of the parapet and are capped with sloped 
capstones. At the two end bays, the center of the parapet slopes upward to accent a bas relief cast 
stone medallion located near the top of the wall. This medallion is a stylized angular 
representation of a floral motif and can also be found in the cap stone of the two pilasters that 
form these bays. Smaller and less ornate pilasters are in the two end bays, and bracket each 
window opening extending from the top of the foundation wall to the underside of the horizontal 
stone band at the head of the second story windows. The chimney that served the long since 
abandoned coal fired boilers can be seen in this elevation. Consistent with materials used 
throughout the façade, the chimney is red brick placed in a running bond pattern and articulated 
by horizontally placed cast stone banding that extends the perimeter of the square chimney.  
  
Moving north, is the single story stepped gable section that originally served for warehousing 
and distribution functions of the facility (Photo 27). This façade is constructed of two wythe 
thick load bearing masonry walls. Red brick placed in a running bond pattern provides the facing 
brick. The façade is divided into five bays. The center bay containing a faux overhead door made 
with glass panels and wooden mullions. Each bay is defined by engaged pilasters that extend 
from the face a depth of one brick. The pilasters extend from the top of the foundation wall to a 
horizontal band that extends the entire length of the elevation and is comprised of a combination 
of soldier course brick and cast stone. An additional band of soldier brick frames a recessed 
panel within the upper portion of each bay. The cast stone is reserved for the pilaster capitals. 
This band is continued through the pilasters in a change of material to cast stone. The two 
cast stone bands are connected with a vertical stone at the top of each pilaster. The two 
northernmost bays and two southernmost bays contain three-part replacement windows with 
operable sections. At each window, cast stone sills are present as well as soldier course brick for 
the lintel. In the center bay, the faux overhead door is framed by outset stretcher brick that, at 
cast stone plinth blocks turns to soldier course to form the lintel of the opening. Located above 
the overhead door opening are two brick panels formed by a combination of outset rowlock, 
header and running bond brick patterns. Extending from the uppermost horizontal band upward, 
the stepped gable wall is formed by a corbelled soldier course capped with a cast stone coping. 
Located in the center of the gabled wall is a bas relief cast stone plaque that reads “Coca Cola”. 
This accent is framed by a combination of header and rowlock brick with cast stone corner 
blocks. The corners of this elevation are articulated by outset brick corners that extend to the cast 
stone coping. The corners are capped with terraced cast stone caps. The corners rest on a cast 
stone base. The stone at the center section is taller, delineating a running bond pattern accent that 
extends to a cap stone plinth block below the corner cap.   
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West Elevation (Bottling Works): The west elevation is a combination of high Tudor 
Revival detailing also present on the south elevation and the more modest elements of the service 
buildings that are located at the rear of the site. The west elevation is comprised of a two-
story section that extends 55’-0” from the south to the north, a single-story section of the bottling  
works that is 62’-0” long, a single story stepped gable section that is 77’-5” in length, and the 
original 1940 section that is a single story stepped gable section measuring 81’-2” in length 
(Photo 23). The two-story portion of the west elevation is divided into two unequal bays and is 
constructed of red brick placed in a running bond pattern. The exterior walls are constructed of a 
two wythe masonry backer wall and one wythe of red brick being the facing layer. In each bay 
there are three first floor windows and three second floor windows, all of which are divided light 
replacement windows with operable sections. Each window contains a cast stone lintel and cast 
stone sill. Below the cast stone sill in each bay is a corbelled stretcher course above a corbelled 
dentil course. Each bay is identified by the stepped engaged pilasters that are articulated by cast 
stone quoining. These pilasters interrupt the soldier course band at the base of the wall and the 
horizontal cast stone band that extends the entire length of the elevation at the head of the second 
story windows. The pilasters extend beyond the height of the parapet and are capped with sloped 
capstones. At the southernmost bay, the parapet slopes upward to accent a bas relief cast stone 
medallion located near the top of the wall. This medallion is a stylized angular representation of 
a floral motif and can also be found in the cap stone of the three pilasters that form these 
bays. Smaller, less ornate pilasters are in the south bay and bracket each window, extending from 
the top of the foundation wall to the underside of the horizontal stone band at the head of the 
second story windows. In the northern bay, located at the approximate center of the bay and 
framed by the horizontal band that forms the lintel for the first-floor windows, as well as the 
stone sill band for the second story windows, is a bas relief cast stone panel. The panel reads, 
“Coca Cola Bottling Works.”  
  
Moving north along the west elevation is a single-story section that originally housed packaging 
and distribution functions of the facility. This façade is constructed of two wythe thick load 
bearing masonry walls. Red brick, placed in a running bond pattern, provides the facing brick. 
The façade is divided into three bays. Each bay is defined by engaged pilasters that extend from 
the face, a depth of one brick. The pilasters extend from the top of the foundation wall to the 
stone coping that extends the entire length of this section of the east elevation. At each pilaster, a 
second horizontal band of cast stone decorates the upper portion of the pilaster. Within each bay 
is a soldier course band of brick that extends the entire length of the elevation and is only 
interrupted by its cast stone counterpart at each pilaster. The two cast stone bands are connected 
with a fluted vertical stone. Each bay contains two large windows. Each of which are two 
divided light replacement windows. At each window, cast stone sills are present as well as a cast 
stone lintel. The lintel forms a horizontal band that extends the entire length of this portion of 
the west elevation and is interrupted only by the pilasters.   
  
Continuing north, the next section is the single story stepped gable section that originally served 
as warehousing and distribution functions of the facility. This façade is constructed of two wythe 
thick load bearing masonry walls. Red brick, placed in a running bond pattern, provides the  
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facing brick. The façade is divided into five bays. Each bay is defined by engaged pilasters that 
extend from the face, a depth of one brick. The pilasters extend from the top of the foundation 
wall to a horizontal band that extends the entire length of the elevation and is comprised of a 
combination of soldier course brick and cast stone. An additional band of soldier brick frames a  
recessed panel within the upper portion of each bay. The cast stone is reserved for the pilaster 
capitals. This band is continued through the pilasters in a change of material to cast stone. The 
two cast stone bands are connected with a vertical stone at the top of each pilaster. Each bay 
contains large windows consistent with the opposing end of this elevation. Where portions of the 
window openings were extended to the finish floor to accommodate modern loading dock doors, 
salvaged brick has been used to infill those openings to match the original configuration as part 
of the recent (2018-19) rehabilitation. The windows in each bay have a cast stone sill and a lintel 
of soldier course brick. Located in the center bay, above the southern dock door opening, are two 
brick panels formed by a combination of outset rowlock, header and running bond brick patterns. 
Extending from the uppermost horizontal band upward, the stepped gable wall is formed by a 
corbelled soldier course capped with a cast stone coping. Located in the center of the gabled wall 
is a bas relief cast stone plaque that reads “Coca Cola” in script. This accent is framed by a 
combination of header and rowlock brick with cast stone corner blocks. The north corner of this 
elevation is articulated by outset brick corners that extend to the cast stone coping. The corners 
are capped with terraced cast stone caps. The corners rest on a cast stone base. The stone at the 
center section is taller, delineating a running bond pattern accent that extends to a cap 
stone plinth block below the corner cap.   
 
Interior (Bottling Works): The bottling works building has a primary entrance on the south 
façade. It is a double door with a concrete stairway leading up to it (Photo 30). The building has 
a basement, first floor, and second floor. The basement is rectangular in plan and has a wall that 
separates the plan into two unequal spaces east and west. The west space is the largest and 
contains open floor with a four-by-four column grid. The columns in this space are concrete with 
flared capitals. This space is currently unoccupied and is primarily unfinished existing concrete. 
The space to the east of the separation wall contains multiple rooms of various function located 
along the eastern wall of the basement. The only set of stairs accessing the basement are located 
on the southern portion of this side. This portion of the basement contains unfinished concrete 
flooring, white painted concrete walls similar in color to the original white glazed brick walls 
that are also present. 
 
The first-floor plan of the building is L-shaped. Stairs are located immediately north of the main 
entrance lobby. Another entrance is located on the west façade and is roughly 30 feet north of the 
southwest corner of the building. A corridor, running east and west connects to the entrance. This 
corridor continues from the entrance east for roughly 25 feet and turns 90 degrees north for 
another 25 feet. Here there is another stairwell that services the second floor. Several living units 
are located on the first floor and are all located on exterior walls (Photo 4-12). Major rooms on 
this floor are a community room, media and business center, as well as an indoor playground 
(Photo 40-3). These rooms feature pyramid shaped skylights of which there are four in total. The 
indoor playground contains carpet tile of a light brown color, white glazed brick on the north  
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wall, gypsum wall board painted white on other walls, and a white painted concrete ceiling 
(Photo 43). The community room contains vinyl tile flooring with a dark brown hardwood 
texture (Photo 40-1). The walls of the community room are gypsum wall board painted an off-
white color. Original steel “Coca-Cola” signs found on site were salvaged and are now located 
on the walls of the community room.  The ceiling is white painted concrete. All of these rooms 
are located within a close vicinity to each other and are located central to first floor plan. The 
lobby for the main entrance is also a significant room as it contains many historic features. One 
of which is an original fireplace, which is located on the east wall of the lobby (Photo 37-8). This 
area is also finished with an original terrazzo floor consisting of red, green, and tan granules. 
Within the terrazzo is a brass inlay that reads “Coca-Cola”. Concrete columns with flared 
capitals are faced with quarry tile and are located throughout the first floor. The second floor is 
L-shaped in plan extending along the south and east portions of the facility. Both stairs accessed 
from the first-floor service the second floor. The second floor contains several living units that 
are all located on exterior walls (Photo 13-22). A corridor follows the L-shape of the floor 
plan. The floors are finished with the existing original quarry tile. The exterior walls are the 
existing original white glazed brick and partitions are gypsum wall board painted off-white to 
match the brick. The ceiling is acoustic tile and is bordered with an off-white trim within the 
units. Columns on this floor are also faced with the white glazed brick and have flared capitals.    
 
After Coca-Cola ceased using the complex, the new owners undertook an extensive rehab and 
adaptive reuse of the buildings in 2018-19, using the RITC program. The following are some of 
the many improvements to the property; the windows were replaced with historically accurate 
units, entrances were added for housing units, general repairs were made, and the roof was 
replaced. The metal additions and loading dock modifications that were made when the site was 
still functioning were removed and housing units were created by addition of partition walls. The 
parking areas and landscaping were improved upon to complete the amenities necessary for the 
new use.  
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8. Statement of Significance 
 

 Applicable National Register Criteria  
 (Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for National Register  
 listing.) 

 
A. Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the 

broad patterns of our history. 
  

B. Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past.  
 

C. Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, 
or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack 
individual distinction.  
 

D. Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory or 
history.  

 
 Criteria Considerations  
 (Mark “x” in all the boxes that apply.) 

 
A. Owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes 

  
B. Removed from its original location   

 
C. A birthplace or grave  

 
D. A cemetery 

 
E. A reconstructed building, object, or structure 

 
F. A commemorative property 

 
G. Less than 50 years old or achieving significance within the past 50 years  

 
 

Areas of Significance: 
Architecture 
Industry 

x
 
  

x
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 Period of Significance 
 1940-1971 
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Significant Dates  
  
 1940 & 1941 Building Construction 
  

 
Significant Person 
(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.) 
N/A 

 
 Cultural Affiliation  
  
 N/A 
 
 Architect/Builder 
  
 Pholmeyer, Fred W.  
 Pholmeyer, Martin W.  
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Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph: 
 
The Coca-Cola Bottling Plant in Fort Wayne, Indiana is significant under criteria A and C. 
Under A, the bottling plant was relevant to the social trends of the 1940 era, in that it represented 
the change to mechanized food production, a focus on healthy and sanitary work environments, 
and was associated with emerging marketing strategies that swept the nation. Under C, the 
bottling plant is an unusual application of Tudor Revival/Jacobean and Arts & Crafts styles to a 
corporate factory and office facility in Fort Wayne. The streamlining of details found throughout 
the building lend the design an Art Deco feeling as well. The building itself is architecturally 
significant as an example of a plant influenced by the 1924 Standardized Plants brochure 
produced by the Coca-Cola Bottlers Association. The brochure detailed ways in which 
architecture could be used as a mass marketing device.1  The building was identified in the 1996 
Indiana Historic Sites and Structures Inventory: City of Fort Wayne Interim Report (003-214-
55486) and rated as “Notable” The 2016-2018 Indiana Historic Sites & Structures Inventory of 
Allen County likewise also rated the plant “Notable.” The plant remained active past the fifty 
year mark. Beyond the early 1970s, local bottling of Coca-Cola was still a significant part of the 
product’s appeal. Therefore, the period of significance ends in 1971. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 Coca Cola Company. “Standard Plants.” Coca Cola Plaza. PO Drawer 1734. Atlanta, GA 30301. 1-800- 438-2653. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Narrative Statement of Significance   
 
Art Deco style had a large influence on the Coca-Cola bottling plants, so much so, that the 
company developed four standardized plants to use as examples when designing and 
constructing future plants that used mainly the Art Deco style and elements. The four 
standardized plants were developed by the architectural firm Pringle and Smith for the 
Standardization Committee of Coca-Cola Bottlers at a convention in Atlanta, GA in March of 
1924.2 Though a high percentage of the Coca-Cola bottling plants were developed based on 
these standardized plants and the Art Deco style, the Fort Wayne Coca-Cola bottling works 
differs through its incorporation of different styles both on the exterior and the interior of the 
buildings. The standardized plant designs incorporated a strong sense of the Art Deco style 
through the simplification and incorporation of decorative elements.3 The Fort Wayne Coca-Cola 
bottling works still contains the simple decorative elements classified in the Art Deco style, 
however, like many architecturally significant buildings, the design also incorporates elements 
and an overall feel of Tudor Revival and the Jacobean Revival style. Though Tudor Revival and 
the Jacobean style tend towards residential and collegiate architecture, the elements of these 
styles are strongly displayed in the design of the Fort Wayne Coca-Cola bottling works.  
 
Period revival architecture in an industrial setting was not uncommon. One of the most ornate 
examples in Indiana is the 1933 Stokely-Van Camp office and canning plant on N. Meridian St. 
in Indianapolis, complete with Tudor Revival/Collegiate Gothic white-glazed terra cotta arches 
and buttresses. The style had been popularized for schools in the U.S. in the late 1890s, 
following its adoption by Ivy League colleges. Growing American colleges and school districts 
hoped the luster and prestige inherent to British places of learning that had true Gothic buildings, 
like Cambridge University, would follow. Tudor or Jacobean styles were common for houses 
and cottages in the interwar period. It was a natural choice for Protestant church congregations. 
Occasionally, the owner of a small office or store chose the style in the 1920s and 30s. 
Indianapolis has several Tudor Revival-styled neighborhood shops from this period. For some 
large, national corporations, revival-styled industrial buildings reflected their interest in fitting in 
to local communities and presenting a reassuring image to the public. Their ability to spend 
additional money on traditional architectural elements subtly projected their stability and greater 
financial resources. General Electric had chosen red brick and concrete details for their 1917 
plant expansions in Fort Wayne, lending their buildings a traditional, Neo-Classical look. 
Likewise, the massive International Harvester Plant in Fort Wayne (1923-1924) is in part 
traditionally styled with brick exteriors, piers, and traditional window bays, even to the point of 
having a church-like bell tower. The 1941 front building of the Fort Wayne Coca-Cola Plant was 
therefore a rarity, but not without precedent.  
 
The 1940 building and rear wing of the 1941 building are more Arts & Crafts inspired. The Arts 
& Crafts ethic is reflected in the brick and cast stone belts, stepped gable, and overall 
straightforward approach to the design. A number of Fort Wayne’s smaller commercial buildings  

 
2 Coca Cola Company. Standard Plants. Coca Cola Plaza. PO Drawer 1734. Atlanta, GA 30301. 1-800- 438-2653. 
3 Coca Cola Company. Standard Plants. Coca Cola Plaza. PO Drawer 1734. Atlanta, GA 30301. 1-800- 438-2653. 
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of the interwar period have similar design traits; these portions of the Coca-Cola campus in Fort 
Wayne would have seemed familiar to most residents. One can only guess that the use of a local 
architect (see below) and popular architectural styles for the 1940 and 1941 sections was an 
attempt to fit into a residential context by the owner. 
 
The standardized plants were constructed of brick and used soldier courses of upturned brick to 
create interest.4 This remains true for the Fort Wayne Coca-Cola bottling works plant, therefore 
maintaining a similar language to other Coca-Cola bottling works plants constructed in the same 
era. The Fort Wayne Coca-Cola bottling works plant also has a recessed, offset entrance with a 
wide stone surround, which is a strong element of Tudor Revival.5 It was recommended that 
there only be one public entrance door into the plant. It also used large display windows with 
glass block transoms on the first floor around the bottling areas to showcase the machinery and 
the highly mechanized bottling process. An elevator with two entrances was also recommended 
in the standardized plants brochure. The standardized plants featured bas-relief terra cotta signs 
with “Coca-Cola” written in the trademark Spencerian script, which is one of the most noted 
decorative elements in the Art Deco style.6 Other examples of Art Deco elements at the Fort 
Wayne Coca-Cola bottling works include engaged pilasters that emphasize verticality, accented 
pilasters that not only reinforce the vertical, but also suggest the notion of towers, and angular 
floral motifs located in pilaster capitals and accent panels.  
 
The bottling trade, before large-scaling bottling was developed, was reserved to the private 
home, however, large-scale bottling became necessary through the development of carbonated 
waters and sodas due to their increase in popularity and the need to be bottled in the summer  
months. Carbonated water started to gain a lot of interest in the 1830s as they were sold as health 
drinks and were believed to have restorative powers. Following the carbonated water’s 
popularity, fountain sodas became popular in the 1880s.7 Large-scale bottling was made possible 
in 1899, when men from Tennessee secured the exclusive rights to bottle and sell Coca-Cola in 
most of the United States. Over the next 20 years, the number of plants grew from two to more 
than 1,000 -- 95 percent of them locally owned and operated. As the business grew, the 
development of high-speed bottling machinery and increasingly efficient transportation enabled 
bottlers to serve more customers with more products.8  
  
Given the directive that the Coca-Cola Company wanted “a bottle which a person will recognize 
as a Coca-Cola bottle even when he feels it in the dark,” a bottle “should be so shaped that, even 
if broken, a person could tell at a glance what it was,” the Root Glass Company of Terre Haute,  

 
4 Coca Cola Company. Standard Plants. Coca Cola Plaza. PO Drawer 1734. Atlanta, GA 30301. 1-800- 438-2653. 
5 “Pennsylvania Architectural Field Guide: Tudor Revival Style 1890-1920.” Pennsylvania Historical & Museum 

Commission, 04 March 2021, http://www.phmc.state.pa.us/portal/communities/architecture/styles/tudor-
revival.html 

6 Coca Cola Company. Standard Plants. Coca Cola Plaza. PO Drawer 1734. Atlanta, GA 30301. 1-800- 438-2653. 
7 Brennan, Kristen. National Register of Historic Places Nomination, Coca-Cola Bottling Company Bottling Plant 

(Bloomington, Monroe Co., IN), Listed 3/15/2000. 
8 “Cola History: The Coca-Cola Company.” Coca-Cola, 18 December 2019, www.coca-

colacompany.com/company/history.    
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IN came up with the famous 6.5 oz hobble-skirt design in the summer of 1915. The new bottles 
were standardized to fit existing bottling machinery and Coca-Cola bottling franchises 
proliferated. The first mechanized bottle washer was installed in a Coca-Cola plant in 
Washington, D.C., in 1916. By 1921, over 1000 plants were in operation.9   
  
The Coca-Cola Company’s efforts to standardize production and bottling techniques were a 
response to public sanitation concerns. One hundred bottlers held their first meeting in Atlanta in 
1909 to exchange ideas. Discussion focused on the feasibility of insuring oneself against 
litigation brought by the clients who had found the notorious “bug in the bottle”. The bottlers 
organized the Coca-Cola Bottler’s Association in 1915 and shortly thereafter hired a chemist to 
supervise local bottler’s efforts to achieve greater levels of sanitation and a more uniform quality 
product.10 The public’s concern about sanitation standards is reflected in the architecture of both 
the standardized designs developed by the Coca-Cola Bottlers Association and in the Fort Wayne 
plant. Large plate glass windows displayed to the public, not just the finished product, but the 
entire process of production. The windows enabled consumers to verify that sanitary bottling 
procedures were used. The Coca-Cola Company realized that not only was it marketing a drink, 
it was marketing a process and the guarantee of a uniformly clean and quality product. During 
the Progressive Era, white became an important symbol of cleanliness and “sanitary awareness” 
and was popular in personal clothing and public uniforms. At the 1924 convention, the bottlers 
made recommendations that employees wear white uniforms in the plant, and that delivery 
drivers wear ivory.11  
 
The 1924 Standard Plants brochure reads “Every material used in the construction… in addition 
to meeting the serviceability requirement, materials have to lend themselves to sanitary 
conditions and appearances”.12 The standard plants brochure also made recommendations that 
encouraged clean usage patterns by plant employees. For example, windows are “constructed as 
to provide no level windowsills, thus eliminating the level windowsill nuisance (a place to put 
empty bottles, lay tools, etc.)”.13   
  
Coca-Cola facilities nationwide were given literature recommending ways in which the design of 
their plants could market their product. The philosophy of the company is summed up in the 
following advice published in 1928, “People buy those things which they are told by advertising 
and experience are the acceptable things. Standard stores and plants tell where these things are 
sold and manufactured. A Standard Coca-Cola Bottling Plant will suggest to the public a 
universal uniformity and wholesomeness of the product.” This “universal uniformity” was  

 
9 “Cola History: The Coca-Cola Company.” Coca-Cola, 18 December 2019, www.coca-

colacompany.com/company/history.  
10 Waters, Pat. Coca-Cola: An Illustrated History. New York, NY: Doubleday and Company, 1978. 
11 Coca Cola Company. “Standard Plants.” Coca Cola Plaza. PO Drawer 1734. Atlanta, GA 30301. 1-800- 438-

2653. 
 
12 Coca Cola Company. “Standard Plants.” Coca Cola Plaza. PO Drawer 1734. Atlanta, GA 30301. 1-800- 438-

2653. 
13 Bob Anderson. Oral history. Interviewed on 10/12/11 by Margaret E. Caviston. 
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achieved by the following recommended designs; a.) a corner lot because it aided prominence, 
better light and ventilation, more publicity, greater accessibility, and the possibility of two 
driveways; b.) locating in a high traffic area because of the advertising potential of an attentive 
building; and c.) attractive landscaping, with plans that could be purchased directly from the 
Coca-Cola Company.14   
  
It is clear the standardization and uniformity of design were intended to signify 
“wholesomeness” and acceptability of the product. This marketing strategy became more 
common in the early decades of the twentieth century as manufacturing industries increasingly 
adopted production line manufacturing technologies. Henry Ford used a similar technique to sell 
autos that were also manufactured on a production line. Seen in this context, industrial methods 
themselves became the basis for marketing product, convincing the consumer that “acceptable 
things” were mass produced and recognizable and equal to any product heretofore produced in 
the home or by small individual companies. Uniform plant design, bottles, and employee 
clothing are part of the packaging of this concept. Thus, consumer demand as well as the product 
itself is produced by the manufacturer and marketed as an intrinsic quality of the product.15   
  
The history of bottled soft drinks in Fort Wayne is not well known.  The first mention of bottling 
works appears in the 1888 Fort Wayne City Directory and lists nine bottling companies with a 
brief description of their products. Most were brewers, but there was one mineral water bottler, 
and one soda bottler, an H. Leopold Studer located at 232 W. Main Street. In an even earlier 
directory, 1874-1875, no mention is made of bottling works, but there are distinct categories for 
brewers, as well as soda and mineral water. The company Bargus and Laurent (located at 29 Barr 
Street) is the first company associated with soda in the Fort Wayne area. The first Coca Cola  
Bottling Works to be built in Fort Wayne was in 1913 (located at 1317 Maumee Avenue).  This 
plant is no longer in existence.  This timeline was extrapolated from a 1963 article written to 
commemorate the 50th Anniversary.16   
  
In 1920, the Fort Wayne Coca-Cola Bottling Works plant location was moved to 1329 S. Barr 
Street, an industrial district near the Pennsylvania Railroad lines. This plant is no longer in 
existence. From 1918 to 1927, this plant on Barr Street was managed by W. R Nowlin, who was 
succeeded in 1928 by Owner/Manager Doyle Anderson.17 Anderson had built the first Coca-
Cola Bottling Works Company in Bedford, Indiana, then sold this franchise and moved to Fort 
Wayne. The Bedford facility shares a number of similarities with the Fort Wayne facility. The 
existing Coca-Cola Bottling Plant, located at 1631 Pontiac Drive, was built by Anderson in 1940, 
in an industrial and residential mixed-use neighborhood.  A large garage was built first at this 
new site in 1940, with plans for the bottling plant to follow.18 Business was booming in Fort  

 
14 Brennan, Kristen. National Register of Historic Places Nomination, Coca-Cola Bottling Company Bottling Plant 

(Bloomington, Monroe Co., IN), Listed 3/15/2000. 
15 Brennan, Kristen. National Register of Historic Places Nomination, Coca-Cola Bottling Company Bottling Plant 

(Bloomington, Monroe Co., IN), Listed 3/15/2000. 
16  “National Leaders Attend Reception at Fort Wayne”. July 1963 newspaper article. 
17  Fort Wayne City Directories. 1911, 1916-1920, 1922-1928, 1940-1941 
18  “Coca-Cola Firm Will Build Large Plant.” Fort Wayne Ind News Sentinel. January 27, 1940. 
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Wayne during the World War II years. According to a 1941 article, “Much of the increase in 
building here is due directly to the city’s part in the National Defense Program which was started 
in 1940”.19   
  
Using local architectural firm Pohlmeyer and Pohlmeyer, and following the 1924 Standard Plants 
brochure guidelines, Doyle built a much larger, modern facility. In an interview with Doyle’s 
son, Bob Anderson, he noted that “the old plant was very, very, very small” and that his father 
“needed a much larger production and distribution center.” He also stated that his father “lived 
near him [Pohlmeyer] and knew him personally.” Anderson lived at 4746 Stratford Road, Fred 
Pohlmeyer at 4723 Tacoma and “Mox” at 4733 Hartman Road, all in the Southwood Park 
neighborhood in Fort Wayne. Doyle thought that Pohlmeyer was a “highly respected 
architect”.20    
  
Described in a 1949 article, pictures show the “Park–like entrance to rear ground of bottling 
plant. Building and landscape are harmonious, combine as one of the city’s most splendid 
industrial facilities.” Interior picture captions read “White tile glazed walls and terrazzo tile 
flooring give building antiseptically clean look,” and “Syrup storage, like the rest of the building 
is immaculately clean”.21  Anderson said the plant was built with big, plate glass windows so the 
public could see the bottling process as they drove by and emphasized that his father stressed 
cleanliness.  A 1970 photo from the collection of the Fort Wayne Allen County Historical 
Society (Photograph 114) clearly shows the plate glass windows.  Doyle Anderson’s “pride was 
having tours of school kids and groups come through and see how the bottling was done.”  There 
was an area sectioned off with embroidered ropes where the people could get a close view of the 
bottling process.22    
  
Sons of a local contractor, Fred W. Pohlmeyer (1885-1953) and younger brother Martin “Mox” 
W. Pohlmeyer (1896-1981) formed the architectural firm Pohlmeyer and Pohlmeyer in 1922. 
Born on March 25, 1885 in Fort Wayne, Indiana, Fred was first employed by a local architect, 
and so much liked the work he decided to make it his life’s profession. He said of the City of 
Fort Wayne, “I have had occasion in the course of business to note the growth of the city and the 
development of the homes and business blocks of the city.  It has not been so long ago that we 
were content as a people with plain walls and a roof, with an interior along the same lines. But 
the new structures of Fort Wayne are in up-to-date style. The builders are giving more attention 
to an exterior that lends itself to beauty in its lines, but inside they demand the most modern of 
improvements”.23  
  

 
19  “New Building in City Soars in Two Years.” Scrapbook of Fort Wayne. Allen County Public Library, Indiana 

Collection Vertical Files. Vol. 75. 2003.  
20  Bob Anderson. Oral history. Interviewed on 10/12/11 by Margaret E. Caviston. 
21 “Fort Wayne Plant Holds Open House.” The Coca-Cola Bottler. May 1949. 
22 Bob Anderson. Oral history. Interviewed on 10/12/11 by Margaret E. Caviston. 
23 Griswold, Bert J., Builders of Greater Fort Wayne. Fort Wayne, Indiana. 1926. 
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“Mox” graduated from Carnegie Tech and worked with several eastern architects.  Bert J. 
Griswold, author of Builders of Greater Fort Wayne, says of the brothers, “By diligent study and  
 
experience the brothers have acquired a reputation lifting them to a place among the leaders of 
their line of business in Fort Wayne”.  He also noted that “The Pohlmeyer’s were progressive in 
their thinking, working on modern designs for homes to be built that were heated with gas 
instead of oil or coal”.24   
  
Several commercial properties designed by the firm were the St. Joseph Nurses home; the 
Adams Township school, New Haven Avenue, John S. Irwin School, Oxford and Anthony 
Boulevard; the Central office building annex and garage, Wayne and Harrison Streets; the 
Curdes garage, Washington and Lafayette Streets, Lauer Garage, South Calhoun Street; Goral 
Garage, South Calhoun Street; Shank Garage, Dawson and Harrison Streets; Flick Building, 
West Wayne Street; and the Allen County Children’s Home on the county farm north of Fort 
Wayne.25 Among the homes planned by this firm of architects are those of Enno Rolf, Robert 
Leary, Carl Suedhoff, Ralph Thieme and Coony Bayer, all on Forest Park Boulevard; Arthur 
Irmscher, Robert Hattersley, Morris Freiburger, Edward Haffner all on Kensington Boulevard; 
L.F. Johnson and Howard Van Arnam, both on Illsley Drive.

 
24 Griswold, Bert J., Builders of Greater Fort Wayne. Fort Wayne, Indiana. 1926. 
25 Griswold, Bert J., Builders of Greater Fort Wayne. Fort Wayne, Indiana. 1926. 
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Previous documentation on file (NPS):  
 
_X__ preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested  
PDIL #26074 
____ previously listed in the National Register 
____ previously determined eligible by the National Register 
____ designated a National Historic Landmark  
____ recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey   #____________ 
____ recorded by Historic American Engineering Record # __________ 
____ recorded by Historic American Landscape Survey # ___________ 
 
Primary location of additional data:  
____ State Historic Preservation Office 
____ Other State agency 
____ Federal agency 
____ Local government 
____ University 
____ Other 
         Name of repository: _____________________________________ 
 
Historic Resources Survey Number (if assigned):  003-214-55486  
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

10. Geographical Data 
 

Acreage of Property   2.52 acres 
 

 UTM References   A) 16   658309 4547217 
 

 Verbal Boundary Description: 
 
PARCEL I:  
 
Lot number 42 Lillie’s Out Lots to the City of Fort Wayne, according to the plat thereof, as 
recorded in Deed Record 52, page 369, EXCEPTING therefrom the part thereof appropriated 
for the widening of Winter Street.  
 
ALSO: 
 
Part of the East One-half of the East One-Half of the Southeast Quarter of Section 12, in 
Township 30 North, Range 12 East, Containing 2 acres, described as follows: 
 
COMMENCING at the Southwest corner of said East Half of the East Half of the Southeast 
Quarter of said section 12, township and Range aforesaid and running thence East 20 rods; 
thence West 20 rods; thence South 16 rods to the place of beginning, EXCEPTING therefrom 
the strip appropriated for the widening of Winter Street and the strip appropriated of the 
widening of Pontiac Street EXCEPTING therefrom the South 67 feet of the West 92.5 feet 
thereof, in Allen County, Indiana. 
 
ALSO: 
 
Part of the East Half of The East Half of the Southwest Quarter of Section 12, Township 30 
North, Range 12 East, described as follows: 
 
BEGINNING at the Northeast corner of the intersection of Pontiac and Winter Streets in the 
city of Fort Wayne, as the same now located; thence East on the North line of Pontiac Street, 
92 feet and  6 inches; thence North 67 feet; thence West 92 feet 6 inches to the East line of 
Winter Street; thence South on the East line of Winter Street to the Place of Beginning, being 
located on the Northeast corner of Winter and Pontiac Street., Fort Wayne, Allen County, 
Indiana.  
 
 

 Boundary Justification: 
 

The boundary of the nominated property is defined by the land associated with the building 
and its history as a Coca-Cola bottling plant. 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 
11. Form Prepared By 
 
name/title: Ron F. Ross________________________________________________ 
organization: Martin-Riley architects & engineers___________________________ 
street & number: 221 West Baker Street___________________________________ 
city or town: Fort Wayne___________ state: IN_________ zip code:46802_______ 
e-mail: rross@martin-riley.com______ 
telephone: 260-422-7994___________ 
date: 6/14/2019___________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Additional Documentation 
 Submit the following items with the completed form: 
 

• Maps:   A USGS map or equivalent (7.5- or 15-minute series) indicating the property's 
location. 
    

•  Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous 
resources.  Key all photographs to this map. 

 
• Additional items:  (Check with the SHPO, TPO, or FPO for any additional items.) 
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Photographs  
Submit clear and descriptive photographs.  The size of each image must be 1600x1200 
pixels (minimum), 3000x2000 preferred, at 300 ppi (pixels per inch) or larger.  Key all 
photographs to the sketch map. Each photograph must be numbered, and that number must 
correspond to the photograph number on the photo log.  For simplicity, the name of the 
photographer, photo date, etc. may be listed once on the photograph log and doesn’t need to 
be labeled on every photograph.  
  
Photo Log  
  
Name of Property:   Coca-Cola Bottling Plant  
City or Vicinity:  Fort Wayne  
County: Allen   
State:  IN  
Name of Photographer:  Noah Donica  
Date of Photographs:  March 20th, 2019 (photos 1-22); June 5th,  2019 (photos 23-54)  
Location of Original Digital Files: 221 W. Baker Street, Fort Wayne, IN 46802  
Number of Photographs:  54  
  
Photo#1 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0001)   
Photograph taken of the Main Facade from Pontiac Street (South West corner).  
  
Photo#2 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0002)  
Photograph taken of the Main Facade from Pontiac Street (South West corner).  

  
Photo#3 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0003)  
Photograph taken of the South Facade of the North Shed building.  

  
Photo#4 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0004)  
Photograph taken of typical ground floor apartment Kitchen/Living Space.  
  
Photo#5 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0005)  
Photograph taken of typical ground floor apartment Kitchen/Living Space.  

  
Photo #6 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0006)  
Photograph taken of typical ground floor apartment Kitchen/Living Space. View down hall.  
  
Photo#7 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0007)  
Photograph taken of typical ground floor apartment Bedroom Space.  
  
Photo#8 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0008)  
Photograph taken of typical ground floor apartment Bedroom on a corner.  
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Photo#9 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0009)  
Photograph taken of typical ground floor apartment windowsill treatment.  
  
Photo#10 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0010)  
Photograph taken of typical ground floor apartment windowsill treatment.  
  
Photo#11 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0011)  
Photograph taken of typical ground floor apartment Bathroom.  
  
Photo#12 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0012)  
Photograph taken of typical ground floor apartment Bedroom.  
  
Photo#13 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0013)  
Photograph taken of second floor apartment Kitchen space.  
  
Photo# 14 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0014)  
Photograph taken of second floor apartment Kitchen/Living space.  
  
Photo#15 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0015)  
Photograph taken of second floor apartment Living space. Typical windowsill treatment.  
  
Photo#16 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0016)  
Photograph taken of second floor apartment Bedroom. Typical wainscoting and sill detail.  
   
Photo#17 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0017)  
Photograph taken of second floor apartment Bedroom. Typical wainscoting and sill detail.  
  
Photo#18 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0018)  
Photograph taken of second floor apartment Hall. Typical wainscoting detail.  
  
Photo#19 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0019)  
Photograph taken of second floor apartment Bathroom.  
  
Photo#20 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0020)  
Photograph taken of second floor apartment Bedroom. Typical wainscoting and sill detail.  
  
Photo#21 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0021)  
Photograph taken of second floor apartment Bedroom. Typical wainscoting and sill detail.  
  
Photo#22 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0022)  
Typical wainscoting and sill detail on the second floor.  
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Photo#23 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0023)  
Photograph taken of the West Facade from Pontiac Street (South West corner).  
  
Photo #24 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0024)  
Photograph taken of the North Facade of the main building from the Parking Lot.  
  
Photo#25 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0025)  
Photograph taken of the North Facade of the main building from the Parking Lot.  
  
Photo#26 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0026)  
Photograph taken of the South Facade of the North Shed from the Parking Lot.  
  
Photo#27 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0027)  
Photograph taken of the East Facade of the Main building from Street.  
  
Photo#28 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0028)  
Photograph taken of the East Facade of the Main building from Street.  
  
Photo#29 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0029)  
Photograph taken of the East Facade of the Main building from Street.  
  
Photo#30 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0030)  
Photograph taken of the South Facade of the Main building from Street.  
  
Photo#31 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0031)  
Photograph taken of the East Facade of the North Shed from Street.  
  
Photo#32 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0032)  
Photograph taken of the South Facade of the North Shed from Street.  
  
Photo#33 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0033)  
Photograph taken of the North Facade of the North Shed from an adjacent property.  
  
Photo#34 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0034)  
Photograph taken of the North Facade of the North Shed from an adjacent property.  
  
Photo#35 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0035)  
Photograph taken of the West Facade of the North Shed.  
  
Photo#36 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0036)  
Photograph taken of the South Facade of the North Shed from the parking lot.  
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Photo#37 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0037)  
Photograph taken of the Lobby Entry of the Main Building (South East entry).  
  
Photo#38 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0038)  
Photograph taken of the Lobby Entry of the Main Building (South East entry).  
  
Photo#39 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0039)  
Photograph taken of the Stair Lobby on the First Floor.  
  
Photo#40 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0040)  
Photograph taken of the Community Room on the First Floor.  
  
Photo#41 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0041)  
Photograph taken of the Community Room on the First Floor.  
  
Photo#42 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0042)  
Photograph taken of the Media Center on the First Floor.  
  
Photo#43 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0043)  
Photograph taken of the Indoor Playground on the First Floor.  
  
Photo#44 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0044)  
Photograph taken of the Corridor on the First Floor.  
  
Photo#45 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0045)  
Photograph taken of the Corridor on the first floor. New ramp and Stair joining South Shed and 
Main Building.  
  
Photo#46 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0046)  
Photograph taken of existing brick and concrete wall assembly in the South Shed on the First 
Floor.  
   
Photo#47 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0047)  
Photograph taken of existing brick and concrete wall assembly in the South Shed on the First 
Floor.  
  
Photo#48 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0048)  
Photograph taken of Second Floor Corridor. Photo shows typical finish for ceiling.  
  
Photo#49 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0049)  
Photograph taken of existing and retained stage on the second floor.  
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Photo#50 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0050)  
Typical photo of corridor on the Second Floor.  
  
Photo#51 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0051)  
Photograph taken of typical unit in the North Shed.  
  
Photo#52 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0052)  
Photograph taken of typical unit in the North Shed.  
  
Photo#53 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0053)  
Photograph taken of a unit with the typical existing flooring on the Second Floor.  
  
Photo#54 (IN_AllenCounty_CocoColaBottlingPlant_0054)  
Photograph of typical replacement ceiling condition.  
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Paperwork Reduction Act Statement:  This information is being collected for nominations to the National Register of Historic 
Places to nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings.  Response 
to this request is required to obtain a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C.460 
et seq.). We may not conduct or sponsor and you are not required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a 
currently valid OMB control number. 
Estimated Burden Statement:  Public reporting burden for each response using this form is estimated to be between the Tier 1 
and Tier 4 levels with the estimate of the time for each tier as follows: 
 

Tier 1 – 60-100 hours 
Tier 2 – 120 hours 
Tier 3 – 230 hours 
Tier 4 – 280 hours 

 
The above estimates include time for reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and preparing and transmitting 
nominations. Send comments regarding these estimates or any other aspect of the requirement(s) to the Service Information 
Collection Clearance Officer, National Park Service, 1201 Oakridge Drive Fort Collins, CO 80525. 











 

Photo 0001, Coca-Cola Bottling Plant, Allen Co., IN 

 

Photo 0006, Coca-Cola Bottling Plant, Allen Co., IN 



 

Photo 0008, Coca-Cola Bottling Plant, Allen Co., IN 

 

 

Photo 0024, Coca-Cola Bottling Plant, Allen Co., IN 



 

Photo 0027, Coca-Cola Bottling Plant, Allen Co., IN 

 

 

Photo 0028, Coca-Cola Bottling Plant, Allen Co., IN 



 

Photo 0030, Coca-Cola Bottling Plant, Allen Co., IN 

 

Photo 0037, Coca-Cola Bottling Plant, Allen Co., IN 



 

Photo 0051, Coca-Cola Bottling Plant, Allen Co., IN 
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